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 top headlines
 Top ranked 
U.S. News and World Report has
 given the IU School of Medicine
 high marks on the education of
 primary care physicians.

 Cancer research 
A $2 million gift from the
 Efroymson Family Fund has
 helped bring an internationally
 known cancer researcher to IU.

 Otolaryngology chair 
Marion Couch has been selected
 to lead the Department of
 Otolaryngology-Head and Neck
 Surgery.

 editor’s picks
News to Use

 IUSM this week 
Apply now for grant resubmission
 assistance from the Peer Review
 and Mentoring Committees and
 learn why IU Health has lifted visitor
 restrictions.

Opportunities

 Fostering collaboration 
Indiana CTSI is seeking applications
 for 2014 Collaboration in
 Translational Research grants.

Grants

 Grants and awards 

features of the week

 story

Molecular Medicine in Action

Fifty high school students from across
 Indiana recently participated in the 15th
 annual event at the IU School of Medicine,
 which provides students with hands-on lab
 experiences and encourages them to
 pursue careers in science.

 podcast

'Sound Medicine'
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IUSM researchers earned more than
 $1.8 million in grants and awards,
 excluding commercial projects, in
 February.

Kudos

 New appointment 
Alexia Torke has been named
 associate director of the IU Center
 for Aging Research.

 faculty & staff spotlight
 Health Care Heroes 
Several IU School of Medicine
 faculty members were recently
 honored as "Health Care Heroes."

 student spotlight
 Supporting students 
IUSM-Evansville students received
 more than $230,000 in
 scholarships in a recent
 ceremony.

This week, "Sound Medicine" explores how
 nursing homes can improve the quality of
 life for residents by increasing personal
 contact. Other topics include hospitals
 discharging terminally ill patients, out-patient
 palliative care programs for children and
 consoling grieving parents.

 events & lectures
IUSM Dean TRIP keynote lecture
03-13-2014

2014 Match Day
03-21-2014

Indiana Alzheimer Disease Center
 symposium
03-21-2014

Infant Mortality Conference
04-04-2014

IU School of Medicine Calendar
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